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Introduction

China had a very dynamic merchant and entrepreneurs class active in urban areas, in

long distance trade and in international trade during the Tang (618-907 A.D.), Song (960-1279)

and Jin (1115-1234) dynasties. This class entered in sharp decline during most of the Ming (1368-

1644) and Qing (1644-1912) dynasties. So, how did China succeed in developing a modern

economy, trading wide varieties of sophisticated goods across the empire and with foreign

nations until the beginning of the 15th century? And, why did China fall into sharp decline

afterward?

This question has led to a huge literature (Clark, 2007; Elvin, 1973; Mokyr, 1990;

Needham, 1969; Pomeranz, 2000). Our paper proposes a new answer, which can be articulated

in three arguments. First, the emergence of a merchant class and, more generally, a modern

sector needs strong political, institutional and economic support from the government: The

building of roads and canals, the development of institutions favoring trade and manufacturing,

and the protection of the property of the merchants and entrepreneurs. This support of modern

productive activities represents an investment in public capital by the State. As it precedes and

is necessary for the emergence of a modern sector, we call it here primitive accumulation1. This

investment is costly for the emperor and takes time. However, when the modern sector has

developed it can be taxed, which increases the income of the emperor. The emperor compares

the immediate costs to the future gains before deciding if he will or will not initiate a policy of

primitive accumulation.

Second, the emperor decisions are driven by more than economic motivations. Even if

the return on public capital is high enough to justify that he engages in primitive accumulation,

he will not do it if he has much aversion to modernization and the emergence of a bourgeoisie

or a class of merchant. The emperor, the political elites and the bureaucrats obtain satisfaction

from the strong hierarchical structure of the Chinese society and from the submissive behavior

of their subjects. We will call this attitude the preference for dominance. The dominance of the

emperor can be eroded by the modernization of the country that makes him, to paraphrase

Jones (2003), progressively becomes more like the head of a corporation than a surrogate god.

1
Marx uses a different definition, which is, primitive accumulation is the process by which pre-capitalist modes of

production, such as feudalism and chattel slavery, are transformed into the capitalist mode of production.
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Our third argument is that wars and foreign military threats dampen the hostility of the

emperor against the emergence of a bourgeoisie. A modern economy, not only increases the

income of the emperor and his capability to finance a strong army and navy, it also induces

positive externalities, which improve the efficiency of the Chinese defense system.

In summary, when a dynasty was under no foreign threat, the taste of the emperor and

the élite for dominance impeded the primitive accumulation process even if it was justified on

purely economic grounds. In times of war, a modern economy provided the resources to

finance a strong defense system and the technological, logistical, etc. means to improve its

efficiency. Then, the emperor accepted a reduction of his dominance and engaged in a process

of primitive accumulation.

The arguments developed in this paper are consistent with Jones’ (2003) and Diamond’s

analysis (1997). For Diamond, the Asian areas in which big civilizations arose had geographical

features conducive to the formation of large, stable, isolated empires with no external pressure

to change, which led ultimately to stagnation. The stability researched by the Ming emperors at

the price of foregone economic development, was unreachable by the many competing nations

of Europe. A European government that suppressed economic and technological progress soon

corrected its mistakes or was out-competed relatively quickly. As an example of this national

Darwinism, Diamond offers the disappearance of the counter-progressive Polish regime. Our

analysis is also consistent or complements the theoretical elaborations of the thesis of these

authors, made by Chaudry and Garner (2006), Karayalçin (2008) and Chu (2010).

The questions investigated in this paper are related to, but differ from the literature on

the Great Divergence, which stresses the increasing gap between incomes per capita in the West

and in the East since the end of the eighteenth century (Pomeranz, 2000, Allen, 2005, 2009 and

Broadberry and Gupta, 2006). This paper proposes a new explanation on why China had a

vibrant merchant class under the Song dynasty, and why this class became so weak under the

Ming and the Qing dynasties.

Section 1 presents historical facts that can justify the main assumptions of the paper.

Section 2 develops a model of primitive capital accumulation where the production of

merchants and their size depend on the stock of public capital. The emperor faces a tradeoff

between developing the merchant class, increasing his income and improving the defense of

China on the one hand, and preventing the expansion of this class to maintain his dominance on

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darwinism
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the other. Section 3 computes the optimal decisions of the emperor. Section 4 simulates the

model for different levels of foreign threat.

1. Historical evidences

We will first argue how primitive accumulation is necessary for the emergence of a

modern economy, how the taste for dominance conflicts with this modernization and how

primitive accumulation is encouraged by foreign military threats. Some stylistic historical

evidence is then presented to support the arguments.

1.1. Primitive accumulation and the emergence of a modern economy

The government in Song constructed the largest number of canals in Chinese history, a

good system of roads and a reliable postal service (Mokyr, 1990, pp.234). It established the

world’s first government issued paper-printed money, the Jiaozi. The annual output of minted

copper currency in 1085 alone reached roughly six billions coins. The Ming dynasty reversed

this policy of modernization. The government stopped minting copper currency and banned

maritime trade by the merchants.

The results of these opposite policies are hardly surprising. For example Chan (2008)

shows that the ratio of private economic activities to authoritative bureaucracies in urban areas

in the Song, was 30 percent higher than those in the Ming Dynasty. Fujian, a poor province,

could not grow without the support of favorable maritime trade policies. The Fujian population

grew steadily in the Song period, from about a 7 per cent share of the national population to

more than 12 per cent, whereas, two centuries later in the mid-Ming, it was only 1.6 per cent.

Liu (2005) makes a thorough analysis of Chinese prices, wages and the quantity of money from

1000 to 1770 and concludes that the size of the Song market economy in the twelfth century was

probably larger than that of the Ming economy prior to 1600 and was only exceeded by the

Qing economy in the 1770s; while in terms of real income per capita the Song’s lead remained
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even thereafter. Table 1 gives the percentage of urban population out of the total population to

proxy the size of the modern sector or the merchant population2.

1.2. The taste for dominance versus the modernization of the economy

North (1984) observes historically that not all authoritarian governments act to make the

society and consequently themselves, wealthier. The reason is that dictators and autocrats may

not adopt productive economic policies because they fear that such policies might threaten their

power3. North’s observation refers to the addition power sought beyond what is necessary to

run the government. There exists a huge literature in political economy developing these ideas.

Most of this literature defines political power as the ability, or simply the brute force, of the

state to appropriate resources from its subjects4. However, in the case of China there is an added

aspect to the imperial quest for power.

China was a huge country, which the emperor led with the help of a small number of

officials. Most of the detailed level administration was left to the scholar-gentry, which was

selected by a system of examinations at the district or provincial level. The scholar-gentry held

its legitimacy from the emperor and the Confucian system of belief, which was accepted by

everybody. It maintained order, collected taxes, returned a small share of them to the emperor

and supervised public works made by and for the benefits of the peasants. Emperor and élite

were bound together by mutual needs. This hierarchical system developed submissive behavior

from each level toward the level above. The pursuit for hierarchical social structure over the

years perhaps had gone beyond what was necessary to maintain order. This Confucian social

structure had become part of the social norms that were deeply embedded into the mind of the

Chinese people. Social status was therefore highly sought after in this well-ordered Chinese

society. Much satisfaction of the emperor and the elites came from the dominance exerted

toward the inferior and by the social status resulting from this dominance.5

2 The data on urban population are taken from Rozman (1973), and the total population of China, from Maddison (1998,

Table 1.7), for the reason given in Maddison (1998, p.32). Urban population from the capital city (Level 1 central place in

Rozman, 1973) is excluded because it reflects the luxury consumption of the emperor and the imperial army, not the

true size of the market economy. Only data from four dynasties are available.
3

For instance, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2005) explain how in both Russia and Austria-Hungary absolute

monarchies discouraged industrialization in most of the nineteenth century because of their fear that it would

undermine their political power.
4 Good reviews of this literature are given by Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2005) and Besley and Kudamatsu

(2009).
5

These points are well developed by Jones (2003). For instance we can read page 209: “The role of the emperor was

liturgical, providing the ceremonial that the elite had been conditioned to expect and which in their eyes legitimated the
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The development of a modern sector and a class of merchants, craftsmen and

manufacturers threatened the social status of the gentry and the officials. The merchants were

mobile and could change location with their wealth and their human capital easily. This made

them less loyal to local power than the farmers and they could play various elements of the

gentry against one another. They could become wealthy and challenge the position of the local

élite. Modernization created new techniques of production, new goods and new ideas which

could weaken the prestige and the economic position of the gentry. It could also undermine

tradition, the conformity of the citizens towards the social norms and erode the legitimacy of

the gentry6. Finally, for a modern sector to flourish, the society needs more freedom, tolerance

and openness. It also needs stable laws, which protects the property and the rights of the

merchants and which limit the arbitrary power of the officials and the gentry.

The taste for dominance can explain why in the Ming dynasty, the emperor banned

maritime trade by the merchants. Foreign trade was permitted only through the government

controlled tributary trade (see Chan, 2008). No doubt, private maritime trade was more efficient

and provided a larger taxable income for the emperor, while tributary trade provided more

control over the merchants but provided less taxable income.

In Table 1, an index of dominance is constructed from qualitative historical evidence of

China. The index of dominance has three categories of evaluation: High, Moderate and Low. It

is based on an evaluation of the following five factors. The first two factors concern how much

control the emperor has on his subjects. The next two factors gauge the preference of the

emperor of his international status over the economic gain from free market international trade.

system. His function was as a broker. A rather small percentage of tax revenue (not of course a negligible absolute

income) was pumped up through the system to the throne of Heaven… Indeed, a ‘squeeze’ at every stage of the

taxation process was the objective basis of élite support for the imperial system. Down to the scholar-gentry came the

licences and the obligation of prostrating themselves before Imperial messages (symbolising the dominance relationship

and signifying assent to the percentages), of forwarding candidates for examinations, and the duty of setting a moral

example to the peasants, which last the elite considered to be a valuable contribution on their part.

For the populace the bargain was a poor one. The Chinese paid 24 per cent of G.N.P. to two per cent of their number in

return for defence and the co-ordination of irrigation and flood control”.

Jones adds on the concept of dominance and on the conspicuous consumption used to enhance social prestige (pp.109):

“Emperors were surrounded by sycophants. They possessed multiple wives, concubines and harems of young women,

a phenomenon that may have been less the prerequisite of wealth and power than the assertion of dominance

relationships, the propensity to use people as objects. The amassing of households full of slaves for display purpose

rather than work may have had a similar ethological significance. Great attention was paid to submission symbols,

kneeling, prostration, the kowtow, in recognition of the emperor’s personal dominance”.

Jones contrasts the function of the Asian emperors to those of the European monarchs. Those had to attend to many

organisational tasks necessary for the development of their economy with an ultimate military purpose.
6 This thinking is documented in a very well-known ancient history classic, Lu Shi Chun Qiu (see the discussion in Feng

Yu-lan, 1948, chapter 2).
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The last factor looks at how much the emperor accepts new ideas and dissenting voices that

may challenge his dominance. The five factors are:

(1) Checks and balance within the central government: In the Han and Tang dynasties, the

government had a grievance officer with immunity (jian quan) whose role was to

criticize openly the wrong-doings of the emperor and the key cabinet ministers. This

grievance officer was abolished in the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties.

Traditionally, the governing power resided in the office of the prime minister (zai

shang), a top post which provided important checks and balance to the emperor. But, in

the Ming and the Qing dynasties, the post of the prime minister was abolished. The

emperor took charge of this post.

(2) The balance between central and local government: In the Han and Tang dynasties, the local

government was in the hands of the powerful local aristocrats. They had the local army,

authority to tax locally and to keep the surplus grains. The power of the emperor was

therefore restricted by the aristocrats. But from the Song dynasty onwards, the

aristocrats lost most of their power. The imperial government began to centralize. The

tax revenue, surplus grains and the army were under the direct control of the central

government.

(3) Tributary trade: The neighboring vassal states made periodic homage trips to the

imperial court and offered gifts to the emperor. The emperor reciprocated gifts, usually

larger than the value of the gifts by the vassal states. Tributary trade fulfilled two

functions: It facilitated international trade and maintained an imperial world order

centered in China. In the spectacular maritime voyage led by Cheng He (1405-1433),

one of the key objectives of the emperor was to promote tributary trade by showing the

power of the Ming Empire to the neighboring states. The cost of the voyages eventually

bankrupted the fiscal budget of Ming court and had to come to a halt in 1433.

(4) Openness to foreign trade: In the Ming dynasty, the emperor prohibited the lucrative

maritime trade (hai jin) to strengthen the tributary trade and domestic controls. This

ban eventually invited smuggling, looting from coastal pirates and major social unrests

in late Ming.

(5) The control over civil service examinations (ke ju): The civil service examination is an open

examination system of selecting government officers based on talents and the
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knowledge to govern. In order to control the intellectuals and keep them incompetent,

the emperor in the Ming and Qing dynasties selected the literary Classics as a core

curriculum in the examination. Moreover, the emperor oriented the brightest people of

China who would have had the abilities of becoming successful merchants or

innovative entrepreneurs toward unproductive activities (see Baumol, 1990, for an

insightful development of this argument) 7.

1.3. Primitive accumulation and war

The older dynasties, especially the Song, faced much stronger military threat from

powerful neighboring states than the later dynasties (Chan and Laffargue, 2010). A prosperous

modern economy can contribute, not just to finance the defense system but also to improve its

efficiency. The knowledge and the entrepreneurial skill of the craftsmen and the merchants

from the modern sector can be used to improve the technology and the logistics of the Chinese

army and navy. These benefits had induced the Tang and Song emperors and the élites to

dampen their dominance and to favor the development of the modern sector, and hence the rise

of the merchant class. This mechanism was clearly stated by the famous reformer and architect

of the New Policies in the Song dynasty, Wang Anshi (1021-1085), who claimed that his

institution reform was to increase state revenues, sufficient to support the army and enrich the

society at the same time. The New Policies reflected the thinking of the senior administrators at

that time that national defense, institution reforms, and the economy were all tied in together.

Wang Anshi understood that the modernization of China required the protection of the

common people from the whimsical power of the officials and the scholar-gentry. As the

emperor needed these two classes of people to manage the country, the implementation of

modernization policies was extremely difficult, except when the modernization of China was

essential to resist foreign military threats.

7 Balazs (1964, p. 53) writes: “What was chiefly lacking in China for the further development of capitalism was not

mechanical skill or scientific aptitude, nor a sufficient accumulation of wealth, but scope for individual enterprise. There

was no individual freedom and no security for private enterprise, no legal foundation for rights other than those of the

state, no alternative investment other than landed property, no guarantee against being penalized by arbitrary exactions

from officials or against intervention by the state. But perhaps the supreme inhibiting factor was the overwhelming

prestige of the state bureaucracy, which maimed from the start any attempts of the bourgeoisie to be different, to

become aware of themselves as a class and fight for autonomous position in society.”

Jones (2003, p. 222) adds: “In the eighteenth century there were about one million ‘district graduates’ licensed to move

on to the next, vital stage in the search for office. About one-third of these licenses were purchased mostly by rich

commoners protecting themselves from extortion”. Unless merchants became landed officials their wealth remained at

risk of confiscation by public officials.
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In Table 1, a threat-of-war index is also constructed from historical evidence of China.

The index consists of four categories, High, Moderately High, Moderate and Low8.

We can see on Table 1 that the size of the merchant class correlates inversely with the

dominance of the emperor and positively with the threat of war. Notably, the size of the

merchant class was higher in the Tang and Song dynasties, when the dominance of the emperor

was the lowest and military threat by foreign nations the highest.

8 External threats from other nations and internal disruptions were both considered. But, the index does not consider the

transitional periods between the dynasties and the periods at the end of the dynasty which were often accompanied by

TABLE 1: THE DOMINANCE INDEX AND URBANIZATION
DYNASTIES

IN

IMPERIAL

CHINA

SOCIAL CONTROLS DOMINANCE

INDEX

PERCENTAGE OF

URBAN POPULATION

OUT OF TOTAL

POPULATION (YEAR

OF THE DATA IN

BRACKET)

THREAT OF

WAR INDEX

Han dynasty

(206 BC - 220

AD)

Strong local government partly due

to powerful local aristocrats;

Tributary trade; Checks and balance

on the power of the emperor in place.

Moderate Moderate

Sui and Tang

dynasties

(589 - 906

AD)

Strong local government partly due

to powerful local aristocrats; A very

open ideology; Tributary trade as

well as substantial foreign trade;

Checks and balance on the power of

the emperor in place.

Low 7.9 percent (762 AD, at

Mid-Tang)

Moderately

High

Song dynasty

(960 – 1275

AD)

Aristocrats lost their privileged

position; Government began to

centralize; Weak or no tributary

trade; Substantial foreign trade;

Low 7.6 percent (1120 AD, at

Mid-Song)

High

Yuan

dynasty

(1276 - 1367

AD)

Government continues to centralize;

Open to foreign trade; Government

ran by the Mongols clan.

High Moderate

Ming

dynasty

(1368 - 1644

AD)

Government continues to centralize;

Tributary trade was promoted;

Marine trade with foreign nations

was banned; Control the civil service

examination; No freedom of

expression.

High 6.1 percent (1506 AD, at

Mid-Ming)

Low

Qing dynasty

(1645 - 1911

AD)

Government continues to centralize;

Tributary trade was promoted;

Private trade with foreign countries

was banned off-and-on; Control the

civil service examination.

High 7.4 percent (1650 AD, at

early Qing)

Low

Note: In the Qing dynasty, the percentage of urbanization was sampled in the beginning of the dynasty, when the

economy and the empire were at their peak, rather than at mid-dynasty as for the rest of the urbanization data. Hence,

an upward bias of urbanization in the Qing dynasty is imminent.
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2. A model of primitive accumulation

The model includes one final good and two sectors: The agricultural and modern sector.

The modern sector only adds value to the agricultural good. The taxation and public investment

decisions are made by the emperor, his officials and the scholar-gentry, all of which we

aggregate and call it the emperor for convenience in the rest of the paper. The following sections

will discuss in details his decisions.

2.1. The preferences of the emperor

In period t , the emperor gets the tax income 1T from the agricultural sector and tT2

from the modern sector. 1T is exogenous and constant. ttt QtT 22  , where tQ is the output of

the modern sector and tt2 its taxation rate, which is set by the emperor. The emperor consumes

tC , invests tI in public capital and spends tS on the military when China is threatened by its

neighbors. The budget constraint of the emperor is :

tttt SICTT  21 (1)

The (ordinal) utility of the emperor in period t is a linear function of his consumption, tC ,

and his preference for dominance, tD :

tt dDC  , with 0d (2)

We saw that dominance, which includes the submissive behavior of the common people

and their acceptance of their inferiority, was an important target and a source of social status for

the gentry, the officials and the emperor. Parameter d measures the taste for dominance. We

also noted that the modernization of China erodes this dominance. We introduce this effect in

the model by assuming that the dominance of the emperor decreases with the output of the

modern sector. Of course, dominance cannot be negative. We have:

 1,min1 tt QD  , with 0 (3)

war with foreign nations, massive social unrests and revolution.
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China faces the foreign threat, s , from neighboring countries. This threat is exogenous.

The emperor must spend on defense an amount of money proportional to this threat in order

not to be defeated. The modern sector can provide supports to national defense by producing

weapons efficiently, contributing to the building of fortifications and warships, by innovations

and by providing the logistics. Therefore, we assume the cost of reaching a level of defense

sufficient to repel the enemy is reduced proportionally to the size of the modern sector, tQ 9.

The min-function below is to eliminate a negative cost of defense. We have:

  1,min1 tt QsS  , with 10 Ts  (4)

This paper does not explore the case of a military defeat of China followed by a change in

dynasty (see Chan and Laffargue, 2010 on this question). This implies that the costs of defense

can always be financed, even when there is no modern sector and that the tax income of the

emperor is limited to 1T . Consequently, we assume here an upper bound on the extent of

foreign threat.

Substitute equations (3) and (4) in equation (2), the utility of the emperor in period t is :

 121 ,QminITT ttt   , with dsdTd  1 (5)

We can now introduce the concept of hostility of the emperor to modernization and to the

merchants, which can be measured by the parameter   sd  . This hostility comes from

the taste of the emperor for dominance and is dampened by the impact of the modern sector on

military spending10. If the taste for dominance is fixed, the value of  decreases with the

intensity of the military foreign threat, from d , when this threat is absent, to 1Td  when this

threat reaches its maximum.

2.2. The agricultural sector

9 Chaudhry and Garner’s model (2006) makes the same assumption that the military potential of a country increases

with its economic development.
10

Wintrobe (1990) opposes the “tin pot” dictatorship in which the dictator wishes only to minimize the costs of

remaining in power to collect the fruits of office, to the “totalitarian” dictatorship, whose leader maximizes power over

the population. The emperor of China and his bureaucratic elite would have belonged to the first kind of dictatorship if

they had not cared for dominance. Dominance is one of the kinds of power that totalitarian dictatorships crave for.

Totalitarian dictators use repressive methods and various ways to obtain the loyalty of the population. In Imperial

China they respectively consist in preventing the modernization of the economy and diffusing the Confucian system of

beliefs. The totalitarian features of Imperial China were of course very different from those of the totalitarian systems of

the twentieth century on which Wintrobe focuses his analysis.
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The agricultural sector plays a passive role in the analysis and so its specification is kept

as simple as possible. Assume a Lewis-type of surplus labor in agriculture. Agricultural output

and the taxes collected from the sector, 0T , are fixed over time. A subset of farmers, of size

normalized to one, have the abilities of becoming merchants. These farmers have a constant

reservation income, which is normalized to one. So, a farmer becomes a merchant only if his

income in the modern sector is larger than one. There is an excess supply of labor in the

agricultural sector. Hence, the migration of farmers to the modern sector has no effect on the

output of agriculture and the taxes paid from the rent in the agricultural sector.

The costs of the administration, the army in peacetime plus the spending on the

infrastructures necessary for the agricultural sector, are denoted by G , assumed to be fixed.

The net (constant) tax revenue of the emperor from agriculture, 1T , is:

001  GTT (6)

2.3. The modern sector

We denote by 0tK the stock of public capital available at the beginning of period t .

We remind that tI is the level of public investment, financed by the emperor, in the period. If

parameter  represents the depreciation rate of public capital, its stock available at the end of

the period is:

  ttt KIK  11 , with 10   (7)

Public capital here is very broad defined. It includes not just the obvious examples of

canals and roads, but also the legal framework and other institutions fostering trade and

commerce, such as law and order and more clearly defined and better protected property rights,

the administration to implement them, a reliable currency, market infrastructures, etc. It is non-

rival and non-excludable (Barro, 1990, and Fisher and Turnovsky, 1998).

The number of farmers who can become merchants (entrepreneurs, craftsmen, etc.) is

normalized to one. Among them, a group of size tM decides to work in this profession.

Another group, of size tM1 , prefers to remain farmers. Each of these people has specific
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business abilities. These include the skills required to be a good merchant, the capability to

assimilate the state of the art of the profession and its technological improvements, etc. The

production of a merchant depends on his abilities and on the stock of public capital11. More

precisely, if farmer i with business abilities 0ie , decides to become a merchant, he produces

in period t :

itit eaKY  , with 0a and 10  (8)

In period t , the output of each merchant is taxed at rate tt2
12. Then, the net income of

farmer i is     ittitt eaKtYt 
22 11  if he decides to become a merchant and 1 if he prefers to

be a farmer. Thus, he will remain a farmer if   11 2  itt eaKt 
, will become a merchant if

  11 2  itt eaKt 
and will be indifferent between both occupations if   11 2  itt eaKt 

.

We assume that business abilities are uniformly distributed across the set of farmers who

can become merchants, on the interval 10  e . Those farmers, who have business abilities, ie ,

equal to or above the threshold   
tt aKt21/1  , will become merchant. Thus, if

  11 2  
tt aKt , that is, if the stock of public capital has increased or the taxation rate has

decreased, there is a positive number,

  
ttt aKtM 21/11  (9)

of farmers migrate into the modern sector and become merchants. Then, the output of the

modern sector is :

11
Throughout this paper, we simplify the analysis by assuming that the farmers and the merchants do not accumulate

private capital, which could complete public capital in the production process. Our approach differs in this respect from

the one by Karayalçin (2008). However, in imperial China, the amount of private investment was small, primitive and

short-lived in the time span of history. Therefore public investment by the emperor and the political élite was needed to

fill this void and to promote long-run growth. Findlay (1992) and Jones (2003) explain the weakness of private

investment in China by the low protection of private property from whimsical decisions by the emperor or the officials.

Weak private investments could also come from the social norms (e.g., poor attitude towards profit and commerce) in

Imperial China.

We also assume that officials and members of the scholar-gentry cannot or do not want to become merchants.

We could have assumed that the stock of public capital enhances the productivity in agriculture. This effect is

probably less powerful than for the modern sector. We have preferred to ignore it for the sake of simplicity.
12

We employ in this model, a proportional tax as an approximation to different kinds of taxes bearing on production,

income or consumption. We assume that the emperor applies the same taxation rate to all merchants. The net income of

the least able equals to one, that is his reservation income as a farmer. It is higher for all the other merchants. Our model

is similar in this respect to the non-price discrimination of the railroad company, which is assumed by Murphy, Shleifer

and Vishny (1989).
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2.4. The optimal choices of the emperor

To describe the intertemporal choices of the emperor, we need to introduce his (cardinal)

utility function once again:

      121 11,min  tttttt KKQTTudDCu  , 10   (11)

with   00 u and  u strictly increasing and continuous13.

The welfare of the emperor at time 0 is measured by the sum of his discounted utilities

over all periods14:

      





0
1210 11

t
tttt

t KK,QminTTuKV  with 10  
(12)

At time 0, the emperor sets the taxation rate of the modern sector and the public

investment in each period, which maximize  0KV , under the non-negativity constraints of his

consumption and of the stock of public capital in each period:

    011 121  tttttt KK,QminssQtTC  (13)

  011  ttt KIK  (14)

and with the initial stock of public capital, 00 K , given. The emperor perfectly forecasts that

in each period the farmers choose their occupation in function of the current stock of public

capital and the taxation rate, as we saw in subsection 2.3. Thus he plays a dynamic game with

the farmers. We will look for the Markov perfect equilibrium of this game in the next section.

This concept of non-cooperative equilibrium assumes that the emperor cannot commit himself

on his future decisions15.

13 The assumption u(0)=0 that is that u remains bounded if its argument tends to zero, simplifies the proofs in the

appendix to paragraph 3.3, but is inessential for our economic arguments and results.
14

Here, even for a finitely live emperor, (12) can hold if the emperor has intergenerational altruism.
15 On the inability of those with power to commit on their future decisions, see the stimulating analysis by Acemoglu,

Johnson and Robinson (2005). But we assume the emperor is fully committed within a period to the taxation rate which

he has set at the beginning of that period.
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3. Solution of the model

Sub-section 3.1 establishes that, in any period, when the stock of public capital is

positive, the emperor can set the size of the merchant class to the level he wants by setting its

taxation rate to the appropriate value. In sub-section 3.2, we compute the optimal value of this

taxation rate in each period as a function of the stock of public capital. The third sub-section 3.3

gives the functional equation, which determines the optimal path of public capital.

3.1. Taxation rate and size of the merchant class

We easily deduce from sub-section 2.3 the proposition

Proposition 1

Let us define:

/1* /1 aK  (15)

Then, for a given and positive stock of public capital, the emperor can set the size of the merchant class to

any value  10,M t  by setting its taxation rate to

    1112  ttt M/K/*Kt


(16)

We saw that the emperor is playing a dynamic game with the farmers. In period t the

state variable of the game is the stock of public capital, tK . The emperor sets public investment,

tI , and the taxation rate of the modern sector, tt2 . Then, each farmer decides to become or not

become a merchant, which determines the size of the merchant class, tM , and the output of the

modern sector. The pay-off of the emperor is  tt dDCu  (see equation (11)). Proposition 1

establishes that the emperor fully controls the size of the merchant class, tM , with the taxation
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rate tt2
16. So, the Markov perfect equilibrium of the dynamic game is the solution of the

dynamic program, where the emperor sets the size of the merchant class and public investment

in each period to maximize the sum of his discounted utilities  0KV .

3.2. Optimal taxation of the merchants

The structure of the model, especially the separability of public investment and the size

of the merchant class in the utility function of the emperor, (5), allows for a two-stages

computation of decisions. In the first stage the emperor selects in each period the optimal

number of merchants in function of the stock of capital available. In the second stage the

emperor selects the optimal path of public capital.

In period t the stock of public capital tK is predetermined. The output of the modern

sector is given by equation (10). The taxes that the emperor collects from the merchants are

   ttttt M,KQM,KtT 22  . The emperor chooses tM to maximize the expression (5), more

precisely:

      12 ,M,KQminM,KQM,Kt tttttt  (17)

We first consider the case when   


/1
1/*  KKt , and define the following

variables

    0111  


/K/*KM tt (18)

 tt K/*KM 12 (19)

         ttttttt MM/MMMMMf  1122 111 (20)

           ttttttt MM/MMMMMf 1122 222 (21)

 tt MM 11 0 is the root of the equation

16
Actually, this result is valid if 0tK . Otherwise, tM has to be zero.
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       tttttt MM/MMMM 1111

2

11 1212


 (22)

02 tM if 02 tM ; otherwise  tt MM 22 0 is the root of the equation

       tttttt MM/MMMM 2222

2

22 1212


 (23)

The following proposition determines the optimal size of the merchant class in period t :

Proposition 2

If   


/1
1/*  KKt and if the hostility of the emperor toward the merchants,  , is smaller than

one, then the optimal size of the merchant class, tOM , is:

ttO MM 1 , if    tt MfMf 2211  (24)

ttO MM 2 , if    tt MfMf 2211  (25)

If    tt MfMf 2211  , there exist two optimal sizes of the merchant class, which are tM1 and

tM 2 respectively 17.

Proof

See the appendix.

If the optimal size of the merchant class is tM1 ( tM 2 ), then, we have,

    /1, 1 tt MKQ , which means that a small change in the output of the modern sector has

an (no) effect on the dominance of the emperor and the defense cost of China. We deduce from

propositions 1 and 2, the following corollary, which determines the optimal taxation rate of the

modern sector in period t :

Corollary 1

17 We can easily prove that if 1 , then the optimal size of the merchants class, tM , either is zero or is such that

the output of the modern sector,  tt M,KQ , is higher than or equal to /1 . In the later case the size of the

merchant class is so high that a marginal change of it does not affect any more the welfare of the emperor.
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Under the assumptions of proposition 2, the emperor sets the size of the merchant class to its optimal

value tOM by setting the taxation rate of the merchants to:

    


 tOttO M/K/*Kt 112
(26)

When the emperor bears no hostility against the merchants, that is when 0 , he

maximizes his tax revenue. Then, the optimal size of the merchant class is tt MM 21  and its

taxation rate can be interpreted as the Laffer’s rate18. When the emperor is hostile to the

merchants, that is when 0 , and if ttO MM 1 , the optimal number of merchants is

smaller than in the previous case. The emperor obtains this result by taxing the modern sector

above the Laffer’s rate, which reduces his tax revenue19, but improves his dominance.

We now turn to the case when   


/

t /*KK
1

1 . We have the proposition:

Proposition 3

If   


/

t /*KK
1

1 and if
21111  //  20 , then the optimal number of

merchants and the output of the modern sector are zero. The optimal taxation rate can be set at any value

tt2 .

Proof

See the appendix.

We will adopt in the rest of the paper the convention that when   


/

t /*KK
1

1 ,

the taxation rate of the merchants is set at tOt2 .

18 In this paper the value of the Laffer’s rate is constrained by the fact that merchants can return to the land and receive

the fixed reservation income of one. Karayalçin (2008) instead assumes that private investment is necessary for

production and decreases with the taxation rate. He adds that if a Western Europe’s king sets the taxation rate to a high

level, his merchants will migrate to neighboring countries.
19 Jones (2003) gives many examples of Asia rulers who taxed their subjects so high that their output and sometimes

their population decreased and became very low.
20 If the latter condition is not satisfied, then, as in footnote 17, the emperor may also set the number of merchants to a

value sufficiently high to lead to an output of the modern sector higher than /1 .
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We have established that the minimum stock of capital, required for the emergence of

the modern sector,   


/1
1/* K , increases with the hostility of the emperor against

modernization,  . We also deduce from proposition 2 that for  given, if the emperor

accumulates capital from the threshold   


/1
1/* K , in the cases when ttO MM 1 , the

gross income of each merchant and the size of the merchant class increase. This allows the

emperor to raise the taxation rate of the merchants.

3.3. Optimal capital accumulation

Finally, the optimal level of public investment is the solution of the following functional

problem in  KK ' ,  Kt2 ,  KM ,  KQ and the value function  KV . The solution of this

problem determines the stock of public capital at the beginning of period 1t , as a function of

this stock at the beginning of period t , that is,  tt KKK '1  .

 
       'KV,Qmin'KKQtTuMax)K(V

K'K
 


1121

with       110 21 ,QminssKQtT,K  
(27)

0 QM and 2t , if   


/1
1/*  KK

M , Q and 2t given by proposition 2 and equations (10) and (26) if   


/1
1/*  KK

The functional problem can only be solved by numerical methods. We establish in the

appendix that the model has a unique solution, which can be computed by successive iterations

of the value function  KV . We also give and interpret the first order condition in an important

special case.

4. Simulations
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We simulate the model with a utility function of the emperor given by

     



1

1
/dDCdDCu , where 10  represents the inverse of the elasticity of

intertemporal substitution. We set the amount of net tax revenue paid by the agricultural sector

to 5.01 T . One period in the model is five calendar years. We set the discount factor of the

emperor at 8587.097.0 5  and the depreciation rate of public capital at

2262.095.01 5  . We also set 5.0 , 253.a  , 5.0 , 40.d  and 50. .

Thus, if the output of the modern sector is higher than 2, that is more than four times the taxes

paid by the farmers, a small change of it has no effect on the dominance of the emperor and the

cost of the defense of China. We run the simulations for a range of values of the foreign threat

parameter, s , going from zero, when there is no foreign threat, to 1T , when foreign threat

reaches its maximum and the costs of defense exhaust the resources of the emperor (in the

absence of a modern sector). Then, the hostility of the emperor against the merchants,

sd  , decreases from d to 1Td  . The numerical method used to compute the solution of

the functional problem is explained in the appendix.

First, we investigate the conditions on the intensity of foreign threat, which lead the

emperor to initiate a policy of primitive accumulation and to the emergence of a modern sector.

Secondly, when a modern sector emerges, we analyze the dynamics of its output and its

taxation rate.

4.1. Foreign threat, primitive accumulation and the emergence of a modern sector

a) We run a first benchmark simulation for 0 , that is 40.ds  . The emperor

has no hostility against the merchants because the reduction in the emperor’s dominance they

cause is compensated by the higher efficiency of the defense system they induce. Figure 1

represents the graph of the policy correspondence     tKKtK '1  and a 45 degrees line in

the plane     1tKtK . We can see that the model has a unique steady state 46.2ˆ K ,

which is globally stable and positive. The size of the merchant class and its output in this steady

state respectively are 50.0ˆ M and 92.1ˆ Q . If the economy is initially in a purely

agricultural stage, it converges to this equilibrium.
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The level of capital at which the size of the merchant class becomes positive is

  095.0*1/*
/1

 KK


 . The emperor has the resources 101 .sT  in the initial

period, invests 0.095 and the modern sector becomes active in the following period.

b) When the foreign threat, s decreases, until it reaches the value 0.24 ( increases to

the value 0.16), we get a similar graph of     tKKtK '1  , but with a decreasing steady

state value for the stock of public capital and for the size and the output of the modern sector.

When 160. , we have 82.1ˆ K , 46.0ˆ M and 54.1ˆ Q . The level of capital at which

the size of the merchant class becomes positive,   


/
/*K

1
1 , increases with  and

reaches the value 112.0 when 160. .

c) Figure 2 considers the case of a low foreign threat, with 20. . The graph of the

policy correspondence shows that now there are two locally stable steady states: 0ˆ
1 K and

66.1ˆ
2 K 21 . The size and the output of the merchant class in the second steady state

respectively are 44.0ˆ
2 M and 44.1ˆ

2 Q . For   26.03  KtK ,  1tK takes two values:

0 and 51.0 . That means that if the initial value of the capital stock is smaller (larger) than 3K ,

the threshold K below (above) which the economy converges to the lower (higher) steady state.

Thus, we have an underdevelopment trap: The economy must have a sufficient amount of

public capital to keep a modern sector. Of course, if the economy is initially in a purely

agricultural stage, it remains at this stage. Finally, the level of capital at which the size of the

merchant class becomes positive is   117.01/*
/1



K .

d) To go deeper into the multiple equilibria in the above 20. case, we first try a

slightly lower value of 170. . We get 78.1ˆ
2 K , 45.0ˆ

2 M and 52.1ˆ
2 Q . The positive

steady state values of the stock of public capital, the size of the merchant class and its

production increase when  decreases. The threshold 3K increases with  . Then we try a

slightly large value of 2850. above 0.2. Actually, 3K and 2K̂ converge to a common value.

The level of capital, at which the size of the merchant class becomes positive, increases with  .

21     tKKtK '1  is not any more a one-value function, but a multi-value upper hemi-continuous

correspondence, which is consistent with proposition 4 in the appendix.
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e) Figure 3 considers the case of a still lower foreign threat, with 350. . The graph

of the policy correspondence shows that there is a unique stable steady state at 0ˆ K . The

stock of public capital, K , decreases over time, from any initial positive value to zero. The

number of merchants decreases too, and reaches the value zero when

  139101
1

./*KK
/



 . This configuration of the policy correspondence begins

appearing when 2850. .

f) When the initial stock of public capital is zero the emperor must spend sS  to face

the threat of invasion, s . This leaves him with the income sT 1 to consume and invest. Thus,

if the foreign threat is very high, the amount of resources that the emperor can invest is very

low. The minimum stock of public capital,   


/
/*K

1
1 , necessary to have an active

modern sector, cannot be reached in few periods. When the public capital is under this

threshold, the emperor gets no return on his public investment. Consequently, he prefers to

give up primitive accumulation, if the foreign threat is such that 480.s  ( 080. ).

However, the emperor will support primitive accumulation if the initial stock of public capital

is above a positive threshold (0.102 if 080. or 0.117 if 090. ), which is a little larger

than   


/
/*K

1
1 . Hence, we have a development trap similar to the one in Figure 2.

Actually, each time there is a development trap, the primitive accumulation process would be to

the advantage of the emperor if it were not for the fixed cost of establishing the minimum stock

of capital,   


/
/*K

1
1 , necessary for the emergence of a modern sector22.

Summing up, this sub-section shows that, if the foreign threat decreases and the

hostility against the merchants grows, the level of public capital, above which the modern

sector becomes active, increases. The steady state values of the stock of public capital and of the

size of the merchant class decrease. If this hostility increases still more, the emperor maintains

an active modern sector and merchant class only if the stock of public capital, which he inherits

from the past, is above a certain threshold. This threshold value increases and the positive

steady state values of the stock of public capital and of the size of the merchant class decrease

22 The effect of this fixed cost is strengthened by the fact that the function  KT2 is convex for low values of K .

Overland, Simons and Spagat (2005) use a model, which is somewhat similar to our, the main difference being that the

dictator (the emperor) faces an inside and not a foreign threat. Most of their simulations obtain a policy correspondence

similar to the one in Figure 2, with a development trap when the initial value of capital is under a threshold. Their

reason for a development trap is different from our: “If initial domestic capital is low the dictator has a low probability

of retaining power for very long. Thus, it is pointless to invest and, therefore he allows the capital stock to deteriorate
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when the hostility of the emperor against modernization and the merchants grows. Finally, if

this hostility is still higher, the emperor simply suppresses the modern sector. If he inherits a

positive stock of public capital from the past, he leaves it depleting until it becomes zero.

4.2. The dynamics of the output and the taxation of the modern sector

The last three figures assume zero initial level of public capital. The first simulation

chooses 160. . Then, the foreign threat is just sufficient to induce the emperor to implement

a policy of primitive accumulation. The second simulation considers the case where the hostility

of the emperor against modernization is zero ( 0 ). The last simulation considers the other

extreme case of high foreign threat, 070. . Then, the current cost of defense of China

leaves few resources for the emperor to invest. The development of the modern sector is

therefore slow in the beginning.

Figure 4 shows the time-paths of the stock of public capital of the three aforementioned

cases, starting from zero. When foreign military threat increases that is when  decreases from

0.16 to zero and then to -0.07, the long run value of the stock of public capital becomes higher,

from 1.82 to 2.46 and then to 2.61.

The modern sector starts becoming active when the stock of public capital is above the

value of   


/
/*K

1
1 , which equals to 0.112, 0.095 and 0.088 respectively for the three

values of  . This happens one period (five years) after the implementation of the policy of

primitive capital accumulation in the first two cases, but five periods after this implementation

in the last case. When foreign threat increases, the accumulation of public capital and the

expansion of the modern sector slow down at the beginning of the primitive accumulation

process. The reason is that the emperor must devote more resources to defense and,

consequently, he has fewer resources to invest.

Figure 5 shows the time-path of taxation rate of the modern sector for the same values

of . When 0 , the taxation rate increases from zero in period 0 to 1.4 per cent in period 1,

when a small modern sector has become active, and then continues to increase up to its steady

state value. When 0 the taxation rate remains at  when the modern sector is inactive,

while he plunders the economy. On the other hand, if initial domestic capital is relatively high the dictator can look
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then it increases to a steady state value, which increases from 58 to 60.4, and then to 61.2 per cent

when the foreign military threat increases, that is when  decreases from 0.16 to zero and then

to -0.07 repectively. When the emperor is more hostile to modernization and the merchants, he

sets a taxation rate, which, in the first periods, when the stock of public capital is low, is higher

than when he is less hostile against them. By doing that he decreases the size of the merchant

class. In the following periods, the stock of public capital is lower when he bears more hostility

against modernization. Thus, he does not need to set the taxation rate to a high value to limit

the size and the output of the merchant class.

The time-paths of output of the modern sector is shown in Figure 6 for the same values

of  . This output becomes positive one period after the implementation of the primitive

accumulation policy when 0 or 0.16, and five periods after, when 070. . It increases

and converges to a steady state value, which increases with foreign military threat, that is,

decreases with the hostility of the emperor against the merchants,  .

The numerical simulations show that when the modern sector becomes active, China

enters a virtuous circle. More public investment leads to an increase in the number of merchants

as well as in their productivities. The increase of the merchants’ gross income means that they

can be taxed at a higher rate. Thus, the tax revenue of the emperor also increases and he can

invest more. The gains from the expansion of the modern sector are therefore shared between a

higher stock of public capital, a higher consumption for the emperor and a higher net income

for the merchants23.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed in the paper an explanation for the growth of the merchant class in

imperial China until the thirteenth century and then the decline from the fourteenth century

onward. The emergence of a modern sector required from the emperor and the gentry to invest

in better infrastructure, institutions, administration, and to allow for more freedom, openness

forward to a long reign in power and therefore will wish to invest, further delaying his expected departure date”.
23

We do not present a sensitivity analysis in the paper for the sake of brevity. This analysis establishes results

consistent with those of Karayalçin (2008). Let us assume that the initial value of public capital is zero. When the

discount rate, ρ, is low, or when the productivity, a, of the modern sector is high, the emperor initiates a primitive

accumulation process, which converges to a high value of the public capital stock. If ρ is higher or a lower, the emperor
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and legal protection in the society. This policy, which we call primitive accumulation, earned a

return for the emperor, the officials and the gentry in the form of taxes collected from the

merchants. This return was sufficient to justify the cost of primitive accumulation on purely

economic grounds. However, the modernization of China, the emergence of a class of

merchants and the freedom it needed for its activities, disrupted the society, eroded its values

and threatened the dominant status of the emperor and the traditional élite. For these reasons

the Ming and Qing emperors blocked modernization and the development of a class of

merchants.

The Tang and Song emperors made the opposite choice. They were probably as eager as

their successors to keep their dominance and to preserve the order of the Chinese society. But

these dynasties, especially the Song dynasty, also faced serious military threat from powerful

neighbors. A modern economy with good infrastructures, a diligent administration and a class

of merchants, craftsmen and entrepreneurs, improved the efficiency of the army. This is why

these dynasties encouraged modernization and a burgeoning class of merchant.

Some historical evidence supporting this explanation can be found from the Chinese

urbanization data (proxy for the modern sector), which is negatively correlated to a constructed

index of dynastic social controls (proxy for dominance of the emperor) and positively correlated

to foreign military threat.

still initiates a primitive accumulation process but which converges to a lower value of the public capital stock. If ρ is 

still higher or a lower, the emperor does not engage in primitive accumulation.
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APPENDIX

Proof of proposition 2

We omit the index t in the expressions given in the proof. We deduce from equations (10), (16)

and (17) that the emperor maximizes relatively to  10,M  the function

      Mf,MfmaxMf 21 , with

           MM/MMMMQtMf  1122 1121 

            MM/MMMMQtMf 1122 2222

a) First, we look for the maximum of  Mf1 . We differentiate  Mf1 and get

         MyMyMf/M'fM 21111  with       MM/MMy  212
2

1

and      MM/MMy  112 1 .  My1 decreases from infinity to zero when M

increases from 0 to 1.  My2 increases from 011 1 M/ to infinity when M

increases from 0 to 1M , then increases from minus infinity to -1 when M increases

from 1M to 1. Thus,  M'f1 has a unique root 1M , strictly included between zero and

1M . When M increases from 0 to one,  Mf1 increases from zero when 1MM  ,

reaches a positive maximum for 1MM  , then decreases, is equal to zero when

1MM  and tends to minus infinity when M tends to one.

b) Second, we look for the maximum of  Mf2 . If 02 M , this maximum is reached for

02 M . Otherwise, we proceed as in case a.  M'f2 has a unique root, 2M . When

M increases from 0 to one,  Mf2 increases from  when 2MM  , reaches a

maximum for 2MM  , then decreases, is equal to  when 2MM  and tends to

minus infinity when M tends to one.

c) We have to solve the maximization problem

                22112121 Mf,MfmaxMfmax,MfmaxmaxMf,MfmaxmaxMfmax
MMMM



So, if    2211 MfMf  , we have 1MM O  ; if    2211 MfMf  , we have 2MM O 

and if    2211 MfMf  ,  Mf has two maxima, one with 1MM O  and the other,

2MM O  . Q.E.D.
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Proof of proposition 3

As   


/
/*KK

1
1 , the maximum of  Mf1 is reached for 01 M . Otherwise,

  01 Mf .

If *KK  , which is possible only if 0 , we have 02 M and the maximum of  Mf2

is reached for 02 M . So, 0OM .

If   


/
/*KK*K

1
1 , which is equivalent to  20 M ,

      M,KQMfMf   112 reaches its maximum for  22 0 M,MM  . It can be

positive only if   /M,KQ 12  . We prove now that this constraint cannot be satisfied by any

 20 M,M  . We have

        
         








122122

12222

22 //MM

/MM/MM*K/K)M,K(Q

Thus   /M,KQ 1 implies that       // 1122  that is

    02112
2

  // .

The let-hand side of this inequality has two real positive roots.  is smaller than the smallest

of these roots and so the inequality cannot be satisfied. Q.E.D.

Appendix to paragraph 3.3

We give in this appendix a series of mathematical properties of the functional equation (27)

Lemma 1

Let K be the root of Ks/aKT   21 . Then   0,max,0', KKXKK  .

Proof.

(i) We first prove that if KK  , then K'K  . We have
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    KKs/KaTKs/aKT

,KQminss'KKQKtT'K








 1212

11

11

21

(ii) Now we prove that if KK  , then K'K  . We have

         KKK"s/aKT,KQminss'KKQKtT'K    211 121

Q.E.D.

We can apply the theorems of Stokey and Lucas (1989, chapter 4) to our problem and

keep their results. We notice that 'K is chosen in the set

           110 21 ,KQminssKKQKtT,K   , which is non-empty, compact-

valued, continuous and monotonous.

             'K,KQminsdsdKKQKtTu  1121  is real valued,

continuous and bounded for XKK ', . It is strictly increasing in K . We have 10   .

Finally, we have the proposition

Proposition 4

There exists a unique value function, )(KV , solution to the program of the emperor, well-defined,

continuous and strictly increasing for XK  . The optimal policy correspondence  KK ' is compact-

valued and upper hemi-continuous.

Let  KV0 be an arbitrary continuous and bounded function defined on X . Define the

iteration process on the value function by

 
            ''1,min1)( 121

'
KVKKQKKQKtTuMaxKV n

KK
n 


  ,

,...2,1n The simulation algorithm used in section 4, uses the following proposition

Proposition 5

We have:        KVKVKVKV n
n  0 , ,...2,1n .

The first-order conditions of the program of the emperor

In each period the emperor faces a tradeoff between consumption and investment. To

get a good understanding of his choice we compute the first-order condition of program (27)
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relatively to the capital at the end of period t, 1tK , when it is an interior solution of the

program, the modern sector is active and /Qt 11  . We have the following lemma:

Lemma 2

If      111 211

1
,QminssKQtTK/*K ttttt

/



  and /Qt 11  , the

decisions of the emperor in period t must satisfy the condition

     

       221

1

11
1

11112

11

/MMaKdK/Qtd

dDC'u/dDC'u

tttttt,

tttt












 (28)

Proof

Let us set all the variables of the program of the emperor at their optimal values, but

1tK , 1tM , 1tQ and 12 t,t . Then, the emperor maximizes his welfare function relatively to

1tK that is

        
    211121

12111

1

11









tttt

ttttttttt

KKQtTu

KK,QminQtTudDCudDCu





If the value of 1tK is changed by 1tdK , this function changes by

           11111121   tttttt,tt dKD'C'udK/QtddDC'u 

Then, the optimal value of 1tK satisfies the first order condition

         111211 1   ttt,tttt dK/QtddDC'u/dDC'u 

We deduce from equations (11) and (27).

       22111 1111112 /)M(MM/aKQt tttttt,   

We apply the envelope theorem and get

         
         1111

1
11112

11111211121112

1221 









tttttttt,

ttttt,ttt,ttt,

K/Q/MMaKK/Qt

K/MM/QtK/QtdK/Qtd






Q.E.D.

Let us assume that the emperor bears no hostility toward the merchants, that is 0 .

The term   1112  ttt, dK/Qtd in equation (28) represents the return on capital for the emperor’s

income. This income, 112  tt, Qt , depends on the stock of capital 1tK and on the number of
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merchants, 1tM , as indicated in equations (10) and (26). The definition of the return on capital

assumes that a small rise of 1tK is accompanied by an optimal adjustment of the number of

merchant, 1tM , given by equation (22). However, because of the envelope theorem, this

adjustment has no effect on the return on capital. So, we have

    11121112   ttt,ttt, K/QtdK/Qtd , where in the derivative of the right-hand side of this

equation, 1tM is kept constant. Then, we easily deduce from equations (10) and (26) that

  111112   ttttt, K/QdK/Qtd . So, the return on capital for the emperor’s income is the

same as the return on capital for the output of the modern sector when the size of the merchant

class, 1tM , is kept constant.

We easily deduce from the lemma the following proposition

Proposition 6

When the economy has a steady state with an active modern sector, such that

     sKQsKtTK   21 and /)K(Q 1 , it must satisfy the condition

             11221 2
1 /dK/Qtd/MMaK (29)

where K and M are linked by equations (18) and (22).

Assume that the emperor maximizes the steady state value of his consumption,

KQtT  21 , instead of the sum of his discounted utilities (12). Qt2 is a function of public

capital, K , defined by equations (10), (22) and (26). The maximization of KQt 2 gives the

first order condition

  dK/Qtd 2 (30)

This equation is the equivalent of the golden rule in the neoclassical growth model.

Assumes now that the emperor maximizes the sum of his discounted utilities (12) but

bears no hostility against the merchants that is 0 . Then, equation (29) becomes

      112 /dK/Qtd (31)

This equation is the equivalent of the modified golden rule of the neoclassical growth model.

If the emperor is hostile to the merchants, that is if 0 , we have equation (29).
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The first simulation of section (4) establishes that the steady state value of the capital

stock when 0 , that is, when it is determined by the modified golden rule, (31) is equal to

2.46. Another computation establishes that the golden rule (30) leads to a higher steady state

value of the capital stock, equal to 9.33, as in the neoclassical model. We also see in the

simulations of section 4 that the steady state value of this stock decreases with the hostility of

the emperor against modernization and the merchants,  .

Appendix to section 4

The simulation of the model is based on iterations of an approximation of the value function,

 KV , starting from an arbitrary value of this function.  KV is approximated on the interval

 K,0 by a 801-function cubic spline with evenly spaced breakpoints. The values of the spline

function are computed with programs of the Matlab library developed by Miranda and Fackler

(2002). The coefficients of the approximation are computed by requiring that the value function

approximant satisfies the model at the collocations nodes, which are identical to the breakpoints.

These coefficients are the solution of a nonlinear equation system, which is solved by iterating

on the approximation of the value function.

We must maximize the function

           'KV,KQmin'KKKQKtTu   1121 , relatively to 'K , at each

collocation node of K and for each iteration. As  'KV may be non concave and have several

local maxima, we first compute its value for 299 equally spaced values of

           110 21 ,KQminssKKQKtT,K'K   :  iK ' , 299,...,1i . So,

we obtain a first estimate of the optimal value of 'K :  *' iK . Then, we use a golden search

method to find a more precise estimate on the interval     1*',1*'  iKiK .

Finally, we perform a diagnostic test by computing the relative residual

             11121  )K(V/'KV,KQmin'KKKQKtTuMax
'K

 for

15,000 equally spaced values of K on the interval  K,0 . For all the computations made in this

paper these residuals were very small, most often of the order of
410

per cent or less, the worst

being equal to 0.004 per cent.
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FIGURE 1 (λ=0)

FIGURE 2 (λ=0.2)
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FIGURE 3 (λ=0.35)

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6


